Guidelines for Use of “Without Salary” Faculty or Academic Professional Appointments for Persons Outside of the University

Academic Job Codes and Titles as Applied to these Guidelines

Instruction

Options 1&3
9401A  Adjunct Professor
9402A  Adjunct Associate Professor
9403A  Adjunct Assistant Professor
9404A  Adjunct Instructor

Option 2
9401AT Adjunct Teaching Professor
9402AT Adjunct Teaching Associate Professor
9403AT Adjunct Teaching Assistant Professor
9404AT Adjunct Teaching Instructor

Option 4
9753 Senior Teaching Specialist
9754 Teaching Specialist
9770 Senior Lecturer
9753 Lecturer
9756 Clinical Preceptor

Research

Option 1
9401A  Adjunct Professor
9402A  Adjunct Associate Professor
9403A  Adjunct Assistant Professor
9404A  Adjunct Instructor

Option 2
9401AR Adjunct Research Professor
9402AR Adjunct Research Associate Professor
9403AR Adjunct Research Assistant Professor
9404AR Adjunct Research Instructor

Option 3
9702 Research Associate
9703 Research Fellow
9755 Research Specialist

Other Service

Reason 1 – Option 1
9401A  Adjunct Professor
9402A  Adjunct Associate Professor
9403A  Adjunct Assistant Professor
9404A  Adjunct Instructor
9401A  Adjunct Professor

Reason 1 – Option 2
9401AS Adjunct Service/Outreach Professor
9402AS Adjunct Service/Outreach Associate Professor
9403AS Adjunct Service/Outreach Assistant Professor
9404AS Adjunct Service/Outreach Instructor

Reason 1 – Option 3
97xx; 9621-9630 Job code/title appropriate to the work

Reason 2
9996 Grad School Committee Member